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Crime in Rio de Janeiro has spread from the slums to tourist beaches and wealthy neighborhoods.
Vigilante justice and death squads have become commonplace as well, as residents and
shopkeepers often choose to ignore the police and court system. Death squads first appeared in
the 1950s. AP cited community leaders who say the squads today have 2,000 members, compared
with 500 only two years ago. A police inquiry publicized in April said the chiefs of 15 death squads
in greater Rio were active state policemen. Azuleika Rodrigues, president of the Federation of
Neighborhood Associations in Nova Iguacu, said the death squads "are in complete control...;
if anyone sees a murder and opens his mouth, he's as good as dead." Police statistics show that
homicides in metropolitan Rio increased from 2,924 in 1983 to 7,654 in 1989. Residents and religious
leaders say most killings are not recorded. A city police official told AP on condition of anonymity
that in reality, last year's homicides in metropolitan Rio totaled nearly 20,000. Gun sales increased
from 15,520 in 1987 to 22,872 in 1989. Police say thousands of automatic weapons smuggled from
Paraguay and Bolivia are bought and sold illegally. For many years, violent crime was largely
confined to the city's North Zone, a poor, densely populated area. Gangs armed with automatic
weapons fight each other and produce massacres. Bodies are dumped in the streets every day,
often outside police stations. In February, a record 57 corpses were found in the streets in a
single weekend. Gangs in the favelas (hillside shantytowns) pursue the drug trade, among other
criminal activities. Rio's police force consists of 12,000 municipal cops, and 27,000 state police in a
metropolitan area of 10.5 million people. City police are poorly trained, equipped and paid. They are
required to buy their own uniforms, and lack nightsticks, holsters and bulletproof vests. Each officer
is given six bullets every three months. They patrol in old Volkswagen Beetles, which often have
broken radios. An entry-level cop earns the equivalent of $100 a month and a top-ranking inspector
$335. Causes of the crime wave are increasing wealth and income inequities, economic recession, the
example of official corruption, and knowledge that criminals are rarely prosecuted and convicted.
The richest 1% have as much wealth as the bottom 50%. Sociologist Helio Jaguaribe said: "The elite
and the establishment can no longer control tensions between rich and poor. Crime is now seen by
the poor as social retribution." (Basic data from AP, 05/05/90)
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